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the valley of the Si, or West River. This river looks small on the maps
which we commonly use, but is really something like our Ohio in size.
Near its mouth, but not on the main river, we find two of China's main
cities, Canton on the mainland, and Victoria on the island of Hongkong,
owned by Great Britain.
Now let your eye sweep 500 or 600 miles up the coast of China, looking
at the beautiful bays and islands that fringe the mountainous coast. Here
we find two more of China's largest seaports, Amoy and Fuchow.
Farther inland the country is so mountainous that in spite of a dense and
industrious population no railroad traverses it until we reach the inland
line from Canton northward. That line leaves the mountains and comes
out onto a branch of the Yangtze plain of central China, not far from
two other great cities, Changsha and Siangtan.
Central China. In order to see what central China is like, let us go
back to the coast. Near latitude 30° N, where China juts farthest east,
we find a remarkable group of great cities and one of the most prosperous
parts of China. Where the mountains come to an end a deep bay with
hundreds of lovely little islands is surrounded by large cities. Ningpo
lies on the south side, beautiful Hangchow spreads itself among wooded
hills and pagodas near the inner end of the bay, and Shanghai, one of
the world's greatest cities, a little farther north near the mouth of the
Yangtze, receives ships from all lands.
At Shanghai we are on the great alluvial plain which forms the most
populous part of China. Curiously enough, although a railroad runs
westward from the coast at Hangchow to Changsha, none does so from
Shanghai. The need of such a road is not urgent at Shanghai because
the Yangtze furnishes a waterway open to oceangoing ships. Instead
of taking a river boat, however, we can take the Peiping railway north-
westward from Shanghai across the plain through Soochow to Nanking,
the capital. There we transfer to a river steamer and go up the Yangtze
to the smoky, drab, industrial center of Hankow where we meet the
north and south railroad from Canton and Changsha. Continuing on-
ward by river boat we go up the famous rapids at Ichang, and pass
through the mountains to Szechwan, the Red Basin. It is amazing to find
53,000,000 people—as many as in all Central and South America aside from
^Brazil—tucked away in this great fertile hollow behind high mountains
near the borders of Tibet. It is still more surprising to find that, although
they are poor according to our standards, they are among the most pros-
perous of the Chinese. They do enough business to support two major
cities, Chunking on the Yangtze, and Chengtu on a branch well up
toward the Tibetan Plateau. Much o£ their prosperity is due to the lofty
mountains aroun^ them which provide abundant water for irrigation.

